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Jeremy Tay, Andrea Savage, Nikki Hunt, Edmund Ng,
Terri Tan, Michael Ong

Design
Society
The Tatler Design Awards
gathered creatives and homeowners
to fete the stellar projects and
achievements of local firms

BEST TROPICAL CONCEPT
The Mill
BEST MODERN MINIMALIST
CONCEPT
Edmund Ng Architects

Tom Seah,
Jennifer Murray

The bold and exuberant Jazz Age has long
fuelled the creative imagination of architects,
designers and artists alike. In the world of
interior design, it’s closely associated with the
Art Deco movement that’s often referenced for
its opulence and geometric compositions. At
this year’s Tatler Design Awards, its influence
was clearly felt in a venue that celebrates the
glamorous epoch.
Held at Caroline’s Mansion—a new venue
at St Regis Singapore—the theme of the
awards dinner took inspiration from the
Roaring Twenties. The table settings combined
metallic accents, geometric patterns with
sleek design and a splash of colour
for a contemporary take on the
MARBLE
iconic era; the displays featured
MARVEL
bended marble tables from
Created using the bended
MM Galleri, accessories
marble technique by MM
Galleri, the Hive table features a
from Strange & Deranged
decorative cladding made with an
and floral arrangements
ultra-thin and pliable layer of natural
by Beato. A total of nine
stone. Myriad types of stone can be
accolades were presented
applied to this sculptural design;
the table featured here uses a
during the event, honouring
layer of Scandinavian
the stellar residential and
green granite.
commercial projects completed
mmgalleri.com
in the previous year.
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Naoko Takenouchi,
Marc Webb

Sharon Heng,
Phillip Heng

BEST BESPOKE PROJECT
Design Intervention

Cindy Tang, Francine Tang,
Alex Tan, Corinne Ng

BEST PENTHOUSE
PROJECT
Designworx
Interior Consultant
Maddy Barber,
Elizabeth Barber

BEST LUXURY CONCEPT
Prestige Global Designs
BEST LANDED PROJECT
Lab Architects

Lim Choon Hong, Isabelle Miaja,
Peter Tjioe, Budi Kurniawan

BEST ARCHITECTURE
(RESIDENTIAL)
Inte Architects
INNOVATION
OF THE YEAR
MM Galleri
Singapore Showroom

Marilyn Lum, Shaun Tay

DESIGN PROJECT
OF THE YEAR
Straits Clan
Eleanor Foong, Tessa Kaur
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Opened in January this year, Caroline’s
Mansion was designed in tribute to American
society doyenne Caroline Astor, mother of
John Jacob IV (the founder of the St Regis
hotel chain). It draws inspiration from Astor’s
opulent home and the illustrious soirees that
she hosted—every detail of this venue has
been considered to celebrate the architectural
elements of its namesake. Designed by Avalon
Collective, the residential-style interior
features timber wood marquetry flooring,
brass trimmings and prismatic glass panels
on the doors and walls; bespoke fittings that
have transformed a former tennis court into a
glamorous 4,000sqft venue.
At the foyer, a grand staircase and lift
connects the two levels, with the stairway
serving as the focal point of the voluminous
space. In the ballroom, fabric and doubleglazed glass panels improve the acoustics
of the space, while a faux fireplace serves
as its centerpiece, and above it a David
Hockney painting from the hotelier’s private
collection. Custom-made wall sconces,
modern candelabra-inspired chandeliers and
mouth-blown glass and crystal pendant lights
illuminate the space with a warm glow, while
referencing the graphic arches on the walls
and doorways.
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OBJECTS
OF DESIRE
Combining the glamorous
influence of the Art Deco
movement with eclectic accents,
the Strange & Deranged items
displayed here include decorative
objects and frames from luxury home
accessories brand L’Objet as well as
sculptures by French artists Benoit
Averly and Christian Martinon.
strangeanderanged.com
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